Warp and Weft
96” x 96”

To make the quilt pictured:

**You need:**

- 6¼ yards of floral
- 1¼ yards of purple
- 1¼ yards of pink
- ½-5/8 yard of fabric for the binding.

This quilt is made up of only one block. It looks like this: It is a variation of a rail fence block.

![Rail Fence Block Pattern](image)

**Cut:**

For each block cut the following pieces as shown on this block pattern:

![Block Pattern](image)

Block finishes at 12.5”x12.5” as a block before being sewn into a top.

For the quilt top pictured above (queen size top), you will need **64 blocks**.

**So, cut**

From floral:
- 128 – 4”x12½”
- 64 – 2½”x 12½”

From purple:
- 64 – 2”x 12½”

From pink:
- 64 – 2”x 12½”

**Construct blocks:**

Sew your strips together in whatever order makes sense to you so that the finished block will look like the block pictured above.
• Make 32 with purple stripes
• Make 32 with pink stripes.

How to make this quilt:

1. **Construct your blocks as shown above.**
2. **Place blocks as in this diagram** by putting every other block at a 90 degree angle to the one beside it. Follow this diagram for an 8x8 layout (8 blocks wide, and 8 blocks tall). It doesn’t matter which you put going up and down and which going sideways (purple/pink).

3. **Sew the blocks together** as per the layout.
4. **Press well.**
5. **Sandwich**, using whatever type of batting and backing you prefer
6. **Quilt** as desired. I did an all over swirl.

It’s that easy!!!!

Your quilt is finished!

Enjoy!
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